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Getting by with the
Advice of TheirFriends:
CEOs' Advice Networks
and Firms'Strategic
Responses to Poor
Performance
Michael L. McDonald
James D. Westphal
Universityof Texasat Austin

This paper theorizes that relatively poor firm performance
can prompt chief executive officers (CEOs)to seek more
advice from executives of other firms who are their
friends or similar to them and less advice from acquaintances or dissimilar others and suggests how and why
this pattern of advice seeking could reduce firms' propensity to change corporate strategy in response to poor performance. We test our hypotheses with large-sample survey data on the identities of CEOs' advice contacts and
archival data on firm performance and corporate strategy.
The results confirm our hypotheses and show that executives' social network ties can influence firms' responses
to economic adversity, in particular by inhibiting strategic
change in response to relatively poor firm performance.
Additional findings indicate that CEOs' advice seeking in
response to low performance may ultimately have negative consequences for subsequent performance, suggesting how CEOs'social network ties could play an indirect
role in organizational decline and downward spirals in
firm performance.0
A numberof interconnected literatureshave sought to
explainthe robustfindingfrom research in organizationstudies and strategic management that top executives often do
not initiatesignificantchanges in corporatestrategy in
response to poor firm performanceand, paradoxically,may
adhere even more firmlyto currentstrategies in response to
performanceproblems. A centraltheme in much of this literature is that systematic biases or "perceptualdistortions"
among top managers are at least partlyresponsible for strategic inertiain the face of poor performance(Starbuck,Greve,
and Hedberg, 1978: 113; Whetten, 1980, 1987; Hambrick
and D'Aveni,1988; for a review, see Barkerand Duhaime,
1997). Top managers are thought to overattributepoor performance to externalfactors, such as a competitive industry
environment,and underattributeperformanceproblemsto
weaknesses in their currentstrategy, even when competitors
have performedbetter underthe same industryconditions.
Threat-rigidity
theory suggests that stress broughton by poor
performanceprompts executives to reduce informationprocessing activity,which decreases their considerationof
strategic alternatives(Staw, Sandelands, and Dutton, 1981;
Sutton, 1990). This restrictionin informationprocessing is
attributedin partto the centralizationof decision makingin
response to poor performanceand an associated decrease in
communicationbetween lower-levelmanagers and top executives. The organizationaldecline literaturealso associates
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strategic inertia with centralized decision-making processes
(Whetten, 1987). But empirical research has provided mixed
support for these propositions. Large-sample studies of letters to shareholders and other corporate communications, as
well as qualitative studies of organizations in decline, have
provided evidence for managers' attribution biases and
restricted consideration of strategic alternatives during periods of poor performance (Starbuck, Greve, and Hedberg,
1978; Salancik and Meindl, 1984; D'Aveni and MacMillan,
1990; Barker and Barr,2002). There is less evidence that centralized decision making contributes to strategic inertia in
response to poor performance (Cameron, Whetten, and Kim,
1/AdministrativeScience Quarterly,48 (2003): 1-32
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1987; D'Aveni,1989; Barkerand Mone, 1998). While this literature has significantlyadvanced our understandingof
strategic inertiaby demonstratinghow managers' cognitions
can help explainfirms' responses (or lack thereof) to economic adversity,importantgaps in our understandingof this
phenomenon remain.Especiallynoteworthy is that there has
been littleconsiderationof how micro-socialfactors may contributeto strategic inertia.In particular,despite the recent
explosion of interest in how social networks can influence
corporatepolicy (e.g., Haunschildand Miner,1997; Davis and
Greve, 1997; Ingramand Roberts, 2000), there has been little
research on the role that executives' social networks might
play in shaping firms' strategic responses to poor performance (cf. Kraatz,1998) as they seek advice throughtheir
social interactionswith other top managers that will give
them qualitativeassessments of currentfirm strategy.
Research on strategic decision makingand executive scanning has shown that executives assign greater weight to
informationand advice from personalsources, such as informal conversations with colleagues, than to impersonal
sources, such as written reports and recommendationsor
the output of management informationsystems, in making
strategic decisions (Aguilar,1967; Mintzberg,1973; Daft, Sormunen, and Parks,1988; Brown and Eisenhardt,1997;
Elenkov,1997). This literaturewould suggest that adviceseeking interactionswith colleagues may have a significant
influence on chief executive officers' decisions about
whether to modify strategy in response to performanceproblems.
Moreover,social psychologicalresearch on belief perseverance suggests how CEOs'advice seeking in response to
poor firm performancemay contributeto the previously
noted biases in managers' perceptions that have been implicated in strategic inertiaand organizationaldecline. A large
body of research has shown that people often persevere in
their beliefs even when the evidentialbasis for those beliefs
has been largelydisconfirmed,consistent with research on
organizationaldecline and threat rigidity,suggesting that
executives' confidence in their strategies often persists
despite negative performanceoutcomes (Nisbett and Ross,
1980; Anderson and Kellam,1992). Such belief perseverance
has been shown to result not only from biased assimilation
of availableevidence but also from biased search for information and opinion (Nisbettand Ross, 1980; Carrettaand Moreland, 1982; Hastie, Penrod, and Pennington, 1983; SchulzHardt et al., 2000). Research in this literature has shown that
when people's beliefs are challenged, they tend to seek information from sources that are likely to affirm those beliefs,
particularlypersonal sources of information, and avoid
sources that are more likely to disconfirm those beliefs
(Swann, 1996). Recent theoretical interpretations of these
findings have invoked self-categorization theory (Hogg and
Terry,2000), suggesting that uncertainty created by evidence
that calls one's preexisting beliefs into question may result in
increased information seeking from in-group members who
are likely to provide points of view that affirm those beliefs.
2/ASQ, March 2003
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The uncertaintythat results from relativelypoor firm performance may promptCEOsto seek more advice from executives at other firms whom they would categorize as in-group
members because they share a common professionalbackground,friendshipties, or employment in the same industry.
Evidence from related social psychologicaland social network
research indicates that these in-groupmanagers are especially likelyto offer informationand points of view that affirm
CEOs' preexistingstrategic beliefs, defined as their beliefs
about what firm strategies are likelyto succeed given prevailing environmentaldemands. CEOs'strategic beliefs are likely
to be instantiatedto a significantdegree in their firms' current strategies (Finkelsteinand Hambrick,1996), and when
executives' advice seeking restores their confidence in the
correctness of their strategic beliefs, they will be less likely
to change firmstrategy. Inthe study presented here, we use
survey data on top executives' advice-seeking interactionsto
help explainstrategic inertiain response to relativelypoor
firm performance,thus providinginsight into the role that
executives' social networks could play in firms' strategic
responses to economic adversity.
CEOS'ADVICENETWORKSAND FIRMS'STRATEGIC
RESPONSESTO POORPERFORMANCE
Recent social psychologicaltheorizingabout human motivation points to the desire to renderthe environmentunderstandable and predictableas among the most basic driversof
individualcognitionand behavior(Stevens and Fiske, 1995;
Fiske, 2000), primarilybecause understandingserves the
even more basic need to exercise controlover personally
importantoutcomes (Pittman,1998). We use the term "subjective uncertainty"to referto the psychologicalstate that
exists when an individualis "confrontedwith an experience
that calls his or her conceptualizationsinto question, that
implies that his or her understandingof the world is inadequate ..." (Pittman and D'Agostino, 1985: 120; cf. Hogg and

Abrams, 1993; Hogg and Mullin,1999). Because subjective
uncertaintysuggests a reduced capacity to control important
outcomes, it evokes psychologicaldistress and negative
affect (e.g., anxiety),and this activates a deep-seated motive
to restore a homeostatic level of certaintyand perceived control (Pittmanand Heller,1987). Evidence suggests that people pursue a wide range of cognitive and behavioralstrategies in an effort to reestablisha sense of certaintyand
control (Greenbergerand Strasser, 1991). To the extent that
CEOs' judgments and beliefs about strategy are reflected to
some degree in their firm's current corporate strategy (see
Finkelstein and Hambrick, 1996), poor performance will
reduce a CEO's confidence in the veracity of his or her
beliefs about strategic cause-and-effect relationships and
prompt efforts to reduce uncertainty. In suggesting that poor
performance raises CEOs' subjective uncertainty about their
strategic beliefs, however, we are assuming neither that poor
performance discredits CEOs' beliefs and assumptions about
strategy with absolute certainty, given inherent ambiguity in
determining the effect of corporate strategy on firm performance (Pfeffer, 1981), nor that the determinants of poor performance are so ambiguous that CEOs can completely dis3/ASQ, March2003
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count the negative feedback. Undersuch circumstances,
CEOs would become more uncertainabout their strategic
beliefs following poor performanceand yet could be reassured about those beliefs throughinteractingwith other managers.
Confirming Beliefs through the Advice Network
Self-categorizationtheory-which focuses on the determinants and consequences of an individual'smental representation of self in terms of memberships in relevantsocial categories or groups-suggests that the significantuncertainty
that CEOs experience when their firms are performingpoorly
will promote in-groupidentificationand related in-groupbiases. These, in turn,function to increase CEOs' relianceon
advice from executives with whom they share a common
functionalbackground(i.e., finance, marketing,etc.), friendship ties, or employment in the same industry. People can
base their identificationwith categoricallysimilarothers on a
wide range of social attributes(Sherman,Hamilton,and
Lewis, 1999), and recent research suggests that people are
especially likelyto identifywith others in terms of a salient
social category when they are experiencingsubstantialsubjective uncertainty(Hogg and Abrams, 1993; Grieveand
Hogg, 1999). In-groupidentificationis thought to provide
broaduncertaintyreductionbenefits because the cognitive
processes associated with identificationinvolve self-stereotyping one's own beliefs in terms of a set of beliefs that are
presumed to be consensually validatedby other in-group
members. A numberof empiricalstudies have demonstrated
that people identifymore stronglywith contextuallyrelevant
in-groupswhen they experience uncertaintyabout personally
relevant issues (Mullinand Hogg, 1998, 1999; see Hogg and
Mullin,1999, for a review).
This general line of argument suggests that when CEOs are
experiencing substantialuncertaintyabout strategy-related
beliefs as a result of poor firm performance,they will be
more aware of social category differences and identifymore
intensely with other executives with whom they share a
salient category. Inthis study, we examine three attributes
likelyto providea basis for in-groupidentificationamong corporate executives: shared functionalbackgrounds,friendship
ties, and employment in the same industry.First,a number
of studies have providedevidence that functionalbackground
can providea salient basis for in-groupcategorization(i.e.,
categorizationas a finance person, marketingperson, etc.).
There is evidence that in-groupbiases from common functional backgroundsinfluence the selection of top managers
and outside directors, and similarity in the functional backgrounds of CEOs and board members has also been shown
to bias the evaluation of executive performance and to promote inclusiveness in strategic decision-making processes
(Useem and Karabel, 1986; Fligstein, 1987; Westphal and
Zajac, 1995; for a review, see Westphal and Milton, 2000).
Qualitative work on corporate governance also suggests that
top executives and directors routinely invoke functional background in describing one another in response to open-ended
questions about their peers (Mace, 1971; Vance, 1983).
Friendship ties, especially those perceived as such, also pro4/ASQ, March 2003
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vide a primarybasis for social categorizationamong executives. When asked to assess their relationshipwith other
managers, executives routinelycategorize their peers as
either friends or acquaintances (Mace, 1971; Demb and
Neubauer,1992). Moreover,a centraltenet of the friendship
literatureis that people are more likelyto identifypsychologically with friends than with acquaintancesor strangers, not
only because friendshipindicates a range of similaritiesin
beliefs and attitudes (Lazarsfeldand Merton, 1954; Suitorand
Keeton, 1997) but also because friends are normatively
expected to identifywith each other (Allan,1979). Research
has also shown that executives categorize each other according to their primaryindustryof employment (Lorsch,1989;
Demb and Neubauer,1992; Porac,Wade, and Pollock,1999).
Poracet al. (1989) demonstrated that employment in the
same industryprovides an importantbasis for social identification among managers, and Westphal and Milton(2000) provided evidence that individuals'primaryindustryof employment is a salient basis for in-groupidentificationamong
corporatedirectors.
Biases in Advice Seeking
Research on the cognitive consequences of in-groupidentification indicates that the elevation in identificationstrength
that results from performance-induceduncertaintywill
increase the extent to which CEOs manifest a numberof
positive biases in their perceptions of these in-groupmember
executives (Brewerand Brown, 1998). We expect that these
biases will have substantive implicationsfor whom CEOs
choose to seek out and rely on for advice and information,
increasingtheir relianceon the advice and counsel of ingroup member executives.
At the broadest level, an increase in identificationstrength
will heighten a focal actor's social attractionto, and general
preference for social interactionwith, in-groupmembers
(Hogg and Mullin,1999). While people in general preferto
interactwith similarothers, individualswho manifest an
especially high level of identificationwith in-groupmembers
will displaya stronger preference for interactingwith them.
Thus, to the extent that CEOs of poorlyperformingfirms
identifymore stronglywith in-groupexecutives at other firms
than do CEOs not experiencingpoor performance,they will
manifest more positive attitudes toward those executives
and will interact with and seek advice from them with greater
frequency.
Increases in identification strength associated with uncertainty will also increase the perceived diagnosticity and validity of
the expressed positions of in-group members. Social psychological research on in-group biases in evaluation processes
suggests that in-group members are seen as having greater
expertise than out-group members (Brewer and Brown,
1998), and studies of social influence indicate that in-group
members' views are more persuasive than out-group members' views because they are considered to be more valid
(van Knippenberg, 1999). Thus, CEOs who are strongly identified with in-group executives because they are experiencing
high subjective uncertainty will manifest a greater tendency
5/ASQ, March2003
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than CEOs experiencingless uncertaintyto exaggerate the
diagnosticityof in-groupexecutives' views and therefore
should display a greater propensityto seek advice from those
executives.
Finally,increases in identificationassociated with subjective
uncertaintywill elevate people's tendency to exaggerate the
degree to which in-groupmembers offer perspectives that
affirmtheir views (Hogg and Mullin,1999). People generally
preferto interactwith others whose views support their own
(e.g., Swann, 1996). But because an uncertainindividualwill
be especially likelyto overstate the extent to which in-group
members support his or her views, he or she should display
a greater propensityto seek out the views of in-groupmembers than will individualswho are not experiencingelevated
levels of uncertainty.Thus, CEOs of poorlyperformingfirms
should be especially likelyto exaggerate the extent to which
in-groupmember executives affirmtheir beliefs about strategy and, consequently, will seek out the views of in-group
members with greaterfrequency.
Takentogether with priordiscussion indicatingthat subjective
uncertaintyfrom poor performanceshould increase a CEO's
tendency to identifywith executives of other firms who
share functionalbackgrounds,friendshipties, and employment in the same industry,our theoreticalargument suggests the following formalhypotheses:
poorperforHypothesisla (Hla):CEOsof firmswithrelatively
mancewillseek moreadvicefromexecutivesof otherfirmswho
andless advicefromexecutives
havesimilarfunctionalbackgrounds
than
of otherfirmswho do nothavesimilarfunctionalbackgrounds
do CEOsof firmswithrelatively
highperformance.
poorperforHypothesislb (Hlb):CEOsof firmswithrelatively
mancewillseek moreadvicefromexecutivesof otherfirmswith
ties andless advicefrom
whomthey sharepersonalfriendship
executivesof otherfirmswithwhomtheydo notsharepersonal
ties thando CEOsof firmswithrelativelyhighperforfriendship
mance.
poorperforHypothesisic (H1c):CEOsof firmswithrelatively
mancewillseek moreadvicefromexecutivesof otherfirmsinthe
same industryandless advicefromexecutivesof otherfirmsin differentindustriesthando CEOsof firmswithrelativelyhighperformance.
CEOAdvice Networks and Firm Strategic Change
Consistent with past theory and research in the top management literature, we assume that corporate strategies come
to reflect the strategic assumptions and beliefs of top executives in two ways: a CEO's beliefs obviously influence corporate strategy when he or she is directly involved in formulating or revising the strategy, but the CEO can also become
socialized into belief systems that endorse the corporate
strategy through direct social influence from other top managers and board members who were involved in formulating
the strategy (Tushman and Romanelli, 1985; Finkelstein and
Hambrick, 1990, 1996). When a firm is performing poorly,
however, a CEO is likely to seek advice on the firm's strategy
from those in his or her advice network, which is likely to be
6/ASQ, March 2003
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reflected in the firm's strategic change or lack of change.
Thus, who the CEOconsults is important,particularlyif the
CEO is seeking affirmationof currentstrategy. Evidence from
micro-sociological,social psychological,and management
research indicates that executives of other firms with whom
a focal CEOshares a similarfunctionalbackground,friendship ties, and industryof employment are especially likelyto
provideaffirmingviews on corporatestrategy.
Functional background similarity. There is substantialevidence suggesting that firmexecutives who share a focal
CEO'sfunctionalbackgroundwill be particularlylikelyto support his or her strategic judgments. Accordingto upperechelon theorists, managers who share a functionalbackground
develop common schemata or beliefs pertinentto strategic
decision making(Dearbornand Simon, 1958; Beyer et al.,
1997), causing them to diagnose strategic issues in a similar
way and to favor related solutions (Hambrickand Mason,
1984; Waller,Huber,and Glick,1995). Several studies have
shown a relationshipbetween the functionalbackgroundof
top managers and corporatestrategy, includingdiversification
(Chagantiand Sambharya,1987; Smith and White, 1987; Hitt
and Tyler,1991; Fligsteinand Brantley,1992). There is evidence that managers with a finance backgroundare more
likelythan managers with another functionalbackgroundto
favor strategies that reduce productmarketriskor geographic marketrisk(Smithand White, 1987; Fligsteinand Brantley,
1992). Theoryand research on social networks also suggests
that networkties to individualswho are similaron salient
demographiccharacteristics,includingfunctionalbackground,
are more likelyto facilitatethe exchange of social support,
whereas ties to dissimilarothers tend to facilitatethe
exchange of novel informationand perspectives (Ibarra,
1992). A large literaturein social psychology suggests that
similarityon salient characteristicsenhances mutualaffect
(Gravesand Powell, 1995), increasingthe desire to provide
social support,and people can more easily empathize with
contacts who have similarbackgrounds(Westphaland Milton, 2000), increasingtheirabilityto providesuch support.
Thus, to the extent that affirmationof each other's judgment
on strategic issues is one element of social support between
top managers, managers who are similarwith respect to
functionalbackgroundmay be more likelyto affirmeach
other's strategic beliefs.
Friendship ties. Potential advisors who share friendship ties
with a focal CEO should be especially likely to confirm the
CEO's strategy-related beliefs. An extensive literature on
social homophily suggests that people who are personal
friends tend to be similar across a range of characteristics
(Lazarsfeld and Merton, 1954; Marsden, 1988; McPherson
and Smith-Lovin, 1987), including their professional beliefs,
opinions, and values (Ibarra,1992; Monge and Contractor,
1997; Suitor and Keeton, 1997). Thus, compared with
acquaintances, top managers who are friends should tend to
have relatively similar opinions about key aspects of corporate strategy, such as appropriate levels of product/market
diversification or geographic diversification.
7/ASQ, March2003
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Moreover,friends are normativelyexpected to providesocial
support, which includes affirmingeach other's capabilities,
bolsteringeach other's confidence, and expressing sympathy,
especially in difficulttimes (Allan,1979; Silver,1990; Wellman and Wortley,1990; Duganand Kivett,1998). Ibarra
(1995) suggested that in professionalcontexts, strong social
ties (e.g., friends)are normativelyexpected to fulfillpsychosocial functions that involve enhancing a colleague's sense of
competence in his or her professional role. Inthe context of
top management, this would involve affirmingthe manager's
judgment on strategic issues. To violate this norm of friendship relationsis to "put strains on the relationship"(Lazarsfeld and Merton, 1954: 33). Accordingly,friends should tend
to affirmeach other's self-serving attributionsfor performance problems.
Also, friends tend to be more familiarwith each other's
beliefs about importantissues than acquaintancesare (Allan,
1979; Dugan and Kivett,1998). Ingramand Roberts (2000:
389) suggested that friendshipties between managers of different firms facilitateawareness of each party's"strategic
disposition."Such mutual knowledge facilitates efforts to
affirmeach other's strategic beliefs, and over time, mutual
affirmationof each other's opinions can reinforceactual similarityin attitudes (Lazarsfeldand Merton, 1954). Cross-cultural research on friendshipalso suggests that norms of mutual
affirmationin friendshiprelationsare especially strong in
communities with generallyhigh levels of social solidarity,
such as the communityof corporateelites (Cohen, 1961:
373). Folkwisdom suggests that friends feel compelled to
give each other honest feedback about their ideas and decisions. Because friends tend to have similarbeliefs and attitudes, however, this would also lead to mutualaffirmationof
each other's beliefs. Thus, for a varietyof reasons, managers
who are friends of the CEOshould be more likelythan
acquaintances to affirmthe CEO'sbeliefs on strategic issues.
Employment in the same industry. Managersshould be
more likelyto affirmeach other's views about corporatestrategy if they share the same primaryindustryof employment.
There is abundantevidence from multipleliteratures,including the literatureson strategic decision making,corporate
elites, and the social constructionof markets, suggesting that
executives in the same industryshare a varietyof beliefs and
assumptions that may influence strategic choices (Huff,
1982; Spender, 1989; Geletkanyczand Hambrick,1997).
Research by Porac and colleagues demonstrated that executives in the Scottish knitwear industry share certain core
assumptions about environmental conditions and hold similar
normative beliefs about how to cope with threats and opportunities in the environment (Porac, Thomas, and Baden-Fuller,
1989; Porac et al., 1995). In a study of top executives in
three British industries, Spender (1989: 17) identified "an
altogether surprising degree of homogeneity amongst the
constructs being applied by managers ... in each industry."
Sutcliffe and Huber (1998) showed that executives from the
same industry tend to have relatively similar perceptions of
such environmental characteristics as munificence, complexity, and controllability, perceptions that have been shown to
8/ASQ, March 2003
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influence strategic choice (Keatsand Hitt, 1988). Moreover,
Hittand Tyler(1991) found that managers in the same industry use similarcriteriato evaluate acquisitioncandidates.
Spender (1989) characterizedwidespread beliefs in an industry about appropriatestrategic action as "industryrecipes"
and suggested that they reflect shared experiences and prior
social interactionamong industryexecutives. An industryis a
"social setting in which events, trends, and concepts are
interpretedand shared," resulting in socially constructed
beliefs and assumptions about strategy (Huff,1982; Hambrick,Geletkanycz,and Fredrickson,1993: 405). Thus, given
the commonalityof strategic beliefs within an industry,we
expect that managers will be more likelyto affirmeach
other's views about corporatestrategy if they operate in the
same primaryindustry.
The above discussion indicates that advice from managers
with whom a CEOshares friendshipties, employment in the
same industry,or similarfunctionalbackgroundswill be more
likelyto confirma CEO'sstrategic judgments than will advice
from executives with whom a CEOlacks such connections.
To the extent that CEOs'strategic judgmentand beliefs are
reflected in the firm'scorporatestrategy (Finkelsteinand
Hambrick,1996), high levels of advice from these in-group
member executives should tend to reduce CEOs'doubts
about the appropriatenessof their firms' corporatestrategies,
reducingtheir propensityto initiatestrategic change. Conversely, advice seeking from managers with whom CEOs
lack social connections may increase the likelihoodof initiating change. Strategicadvice from acquaintancesor dissimilar
others is more likelyto provideCEOswith new information
and differentpoints of view that challenge their assumptions
about corporatestrategy (Granovetter,1973; Campbell,Marsden, and Hurlbert,1986; McPherson, Popielarz,and Drobnic,
1992), and such contacts are less subject to the norms of
mutualaffirmationdiscussed above. This line of argument
can be summarizedin the following formalhypotheses:
Hypothesis2a (H2a):Thehigherthe levelsof CEOadviceseeking
backfromexecutivesof otherfirmswho havea similarfunctional
groundandthe lowerthe levelsof CEOadviceseekingfromexecutives of otherfirmswho do nothavea similarfunctionalbackground,(1)the less subsequentchangeincorporatestrategyand(2)
betweenrelatively
the morenegative(less positive)the relationship
andsubsequentchangeincorporate
poorfirmperformance
strategy.
Hypothesis 2b (H2b):The higherthe levels of CEOadvice seeking
from executives of other firms with whom the CEOshares personal
friendshipties and the lower the levels of CEOadvice seeking from
executives of other firms with whom the CEOdoes not share personal friendshipties, (1) the less subsequent change in corporate
strategy and (2) the more negative (less positive)the relationship
between relativelypoor firmperformanceand subsequent change in
corporatestrategy.
Hypothesis 2c (H2c):The higherthe levels of CEOadvice seeking
from executives of other firms in the same industryand the lower
the levels of CEOadvice seeking from executives of other firms in
differentindustries,(1) the less subsequent change in corporate
strategy and (2) the more negative (less positive)the relationship
9/ASQ, March2003
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between relatively
andsubsequentchangein
poorfirmperformance
corporatestrategy.
METHOD
Sample and Data Collection
The sample frame for this study included600 companies randomly selected from the Forbes index of the largest industrial
and service firms. We measured CEOadvice seeking with
data from an originalsurvey questionnaireand the other independent and dependent variables,includingfirm performance
and strategic change, with archivaldata. The survey questionnairewas sent in January1999 to all 600 CEOs in the sample
frame. We took several steps to ensure the highest possible
response rate to the survey (Linsky,1975; Groves, Cialdini,
and Cooper, 1992; Fowler,1993; Westphal, 1999): (1) feedback from a pretest was used to revise the formatof the
questionnaireand the instructions,makingit easier to complete; (2) we highlightedin the cover letter that the survey
was partof a continuingresearch projectconducted by faculty in several majorbusiness schools, noting that hundredsof
their peers had participatedin priorsurveys; (3) two additional
waves of questionnaireswere sent to nonrespondents, with
the thirdwave preceded by an endorsement and appeal for
participationby directorsat a management consulting firm.
Two hundredand fifty-threeCEOs responded, a response
rate of 42 percent. Data on boardinterlocksor corporate
strategy were unavailablefor 12 companies, leavinga final
sample of 241 companies, or 40 percent of the sample
frame.
We used the Kolmogorov-Smirnov
two-sample test to check
for nonreponse bias in the survey data. This procedure
assesses whether the distributionof respondents is different
from that of nonrespondentsfor each of the variablesmeasured with archivaldata. The results indicatedno significant
differences between respondents and nonrespondents on
these variables.The survey sample was representativeof the
sample frame with respect to market-to-bookvalue, product
marketdiversification,internationalization,
and sources of
board independence-the portionof the boardappointed
after the CEO,outside directorownership, and institutional
ownership (these measures are discussed below)-p-values
ranged from .156 to .828. A difference in proportionstest
also showed that our sample was representativewith regard
to the proportionof boardsthat have separate CEOand
board chair positions. Accordingly, there is consistent evidence that sample selection bias does not threaten the validity of our measures.
We obtained data on ownership, CEO and board characteristics and the characteristics of CEO contacts from Standard
and Poor's Register of Corporations, Directors, and Executives; The Dun and Bradstreet Reference Book of Corporate
Management; Who's Who in Finance and Industry; and corporate proxy statements. Other archival data on firms in the
sample, including data on firm diversification, international
operations, and industry membership, came from the PCCOMPUSTATDatabase and Compact Disclosure.
10/ASQ,March2003
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Measures
Advice-seeking interactions.CEOs'advice-seeking interactions were measured with a multi-itemscale in the survey
questionnaire.Pretest interviews and descriptivefindings
from our survey indicatedthat when CEOs of the firms in our
sample sought advice on strategic issues from executives at
other firms, they typicallysought opinions on issues related
to the suitabilityof the focal firm'scorporatestrategy (i.e.,
whether or to what extent the strategy was appropriateor
requiredmodification).While CEOs also sometimes seek
advice about implementationof the currentstrategy, our data
indicatethat advice seeking from managers at other firms on
such issues is relativelyrareand is not the focus of our
study. We focus on advice ties to top executives at other
firms (i.e., versus advice seeking from directorsor managers
at the focal firm)because availableevidence indicatesthat
CEOs are often reluctantto seek advice from their directors
in response to performanceproblems, possibly due to
impression management concerns, for example, concerns
about disclosing or highlightingpossible problems to individuals who are expected to monitorthe CEO'sperformanceor
concerns about appearinguncertain,indecisive, or dependent
(see Westphal, 1999). Such concerns are less likelyto inhibit
advice seeking from executives at other firms.
In wordingthe survey questions, we drew from qualitative
studies of corporategovernance and strategic decision making that suggest how managers themselves describe their
professionalinteractions.We refinedthe survey questions
based on feedback from a qualitativepretest that involved
pilot interviews with 23 top managers. The main purpose of
the interviews was to determine whether respondents interpreted each question as we had expected. We also used
feedback from the pretest to revise the wordingof the questions and to modifythe instructionsand format of the survey.
The survey scale includedthree questions to assess the
respondent's general advice-seeking propensity.Respondents were asked to assess (1) how many times they had
sought advice on strategic issues from a top managerat
anothercompany duringthe past twelve months; (2) to what
extent they had sought the opinionof a top managerat
anothercompany about the firm'scurrentstrategy duringthat
period;and (3) to what extent they had solicited advice from
a top managerat another company about the firm'sstrategic
options. Top managers were defined as executives above the
vice-president level (i.e., senior vice-president level and higher), consistent with past studies in the top management
team literature (e.g., Chaganti and Sambharya, 1987; Hambrick, Cho, and Chen, 1996). For the latter two items, we
used a conventional 5-point Likert-type format. The reliability
of this scale was acceptably high (Cronbach's ax= .90). After
each of these questions, respondents were also asked to
provide the name(s) of managers at other firms from whom
they had sought advice or opinions on strategic issues during
the past twelve months and to indicate the number of times
they had done so. There was a high level of consistency in
the number of interactions with specific individuals reported
for each question in the scale (i.e., over 95 percent of all
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interactionsreportedby respondents were reportedfor each
of the three questions), which reflects the high alpha coefficient for the questions about general advice-seeking
propensity.
Given the importanceof this measure to our study, we sent
two sets of follow-upquestionnairesto assess interraterreliability.We sent questionnairesto (1) other inside directorsat
the companies of respondingCEOs and (2) top managers listed as advice contacts by the respondingCEOs. Inside directors were asked to assess the CEO'sadvice-seekingtendency (e.g., "Towhat extent has the CEOsought the opinionof
top managers at other companies about the firm'scurrent
strategy duringthe past 12 months?");top managers whom
respondents listed as advice contacts were asked to provide
the name(s) of managers at other firms who had approached
them for advice on strategic issues duringthe past twelve
months and to indicatethe numberof times they had done
so. Pretest interviews suggested that CEOs often relay information from conversations with managers at other firms to
other top managers at the focal firm, particularlyinside directors. Thus, we expected that inside directorswould be
informedabout the CEO'sadvice-seeking activity.Results of
the interraterreliabilityassessment are providedin table 1.
We compared CEOs'and inside directors'responses by calculatingkappacoefficients for the advice-seeking items.
Kappais a correlationcoefficient that corrects for the expected level of agreement (i.e., chance correlation).Accordingto
Fleiss (1981), values above .75 indicateexcellent agreement
beyond chance; as shown in the table, kappasexceed .75 for
all the survey items. The sample for this analysis includedall
companies with a respondingCEOand at least one responding inside director(N = 168). Similarly,we calculatedkappa
coefficients to assess agreement between CEOsand the top
Table1
InterraterReliabilityAssessment
Survey item

Observed

Expected

Kappa

Z*

Agreement between focal CEOand inside directorst
Inthe past twelve months, how manytimes have you sought
advice on strategic issues from a top managerat another
company?*
Inthe past twelve months, to what extent have you sought the
opinionof a top managerat anothercompanyabout the firm's
currentstrategy?
Inthe past twelve months, to what extent have you solicited
advice from a top managerat anothercompanyaboutthe
firm'sstrategicoptions?

88.19%

26.79%

.84

22.31

83.54%

25.54%

.78

21.16

85.23%

24.76%

.80

22.32

Agreement between focal CEOand top managers listed as advice contacts'
Numberof times the CEOsought advice from particulartop
92.54%
60.03%
.81
28.52
managersat other companies duringthe past twelve months.
* Z statistics for all kappasare statisticallysignificant.
t N = 168. The phrasingof this question is taken fromthe CEOsurvey.The phrasingwas alteredappropriately
for the
survey of inside directors.
* To calculatea kappafor this item, we dividedthe numberof interactionsinto quintiles.
' N = 605. Forthis item, CEOslisted particulartop managersfromwhom they had sought advice,and individualsfrom
this list indicatedparticulartop managerswho had approachedthem for advice.
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managers whom they listed as advice contacts about the
numberof times the CEOapproachedthem for advice in the
previousyear. As shown in table 1, the kappacoefficient was
acceptably high (.81). The sample for this analysis includedall
managers listed as advice contacts by the CEOwho responded to the survey (N = 605). Respondents were not significantly differentfrom nonrespondents with respect to their
functionalbackground,friendshipstatus with the CEO(as
reportedby the CEO),or being in the same industryas the
CEO.
FollowingHambrickand Mason (1984), we dividedfunctional
backgroundinto three categories: throughputfunctions (i.e.,
operations, engineering, or research and development), output functions (i.e., marketingor sales), and peripheralfunctions such as finance and law. We coded employment in the
same industryas 1 if the CEOand the CEO'sadvice contact
worked as full-timeexecutives in an industrywith the same
primary,two-digit StandardIndustrialClassificationCode (SIC)
code. Porac,Wade, and Pollock(1999) providedevidence
that corporateleaders routinelycategorize firms on the basis
of primary,two-digit SICcodes (see also Antle and Smith,
1986).
To assess friendshipties between CEOsand their advice
contacts, respondents were asked to consider their personal
relationshipwith each manager listed as an advice contact
and to indicatewhether they considered each person to be
an acquaintanceor a friend. Promptingrespondents to distinguish between acquaintancesand friends permits a more
precise measure of perceived friendship(cf. Allan,1979;
Segal, 1979). This approachto measuringfriendshipis common in the social network literature(e.g., Brass, 1984; Krackhardt,1992). Moreover,this measure of friendshipwas highly
correlatedwith two other questions that assessed the
strength or closeness of the CEOs' relationshipswith their
advice contacts (cf. Burt,1992). To assess interraterreliability, the CEOs'advice contacts were asked to consider their
personal relationshipwith each person who had approached
them for advice on strategic issues duringthe past twelve
months. A separate analysis showed a high level of agreement (94 percent) between CEOs and respondingadvice
contacts about the status of their relationshipas friends vs.
acquaintances.We then created six count variablesto indicate the numberof times (inthe past year) that the focal
CEO had sought strategic advice from managers at other
companies who (1) had a similar functional background to the
CEO, (2) had a different functional background to the CEO,
(3) were friends of the CEO, (4) were not friends of the CEO,
(5) were in the same industry as the CEO, or (6) were not in
the same industry as the CEO.
Firm performance. We operationalized firm performance as
market-to-book value of equity, measured at the end of the
year priorto the survey date. In separate analyses, we measured performance as return on assets, and the general pattern of results reported below was unchanged. Theories of
organizational change generally presume that managers react
to deviations in performance from some expected level
(Cyert and March, 1963; Greve, 1998), and performance
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expectations are routinelyinfluencedby the performanceof
industryfirms. Thus, we adjusted performancefor the average market-to-bookvalue among all firms in the industryover
the priorthree-yearperiod. Separate analyses confirmedthat
the results were nearlyidenticalwhen priorindustryperformance was measured over shorter or longer time periods
(e.g., two or five years) or using an unadjustedmeasure of
performance.The results were also robust to dichotomous
indicatorsof poor performance(e.g., adjusted market-to-book
value less than the median value or less than one standard
deviation below the mean). The continuous variableeffectively indicates the extent to which performanceis poor. Following priorstudies on top management and strategic change,
we operationalizedpoor performanceusing a continuous
measure (e.g., Daltonand Kesner,1985; Boeker, 1992; Boeker and Goodstein, 1993; Ocasio, 1994; Zajacand Westphal,
1996). We tested interactionsbetween firm performanceand
advice-seeking interactionsusing the product-termapproach,
with component variablescentered to avoid multicollinearity.
Change in corporatestrategy We assessed two dimensions
of corporatestrategy: productmarketdiversificationand geographicdiversification.These dimensions, while not exhaustive, capture importantaspects of a firm's corporatestrategy
and have been widely studied in the strategy literature.To
increase the generalizabilityof our findings, we examined
change in both dimensions of diversification.
We operationalizedproductmarketdiversificationusing the
entropy measure (Palepu, 1985). Hoskisson et al. (1993) provided evidence for the convergent, discriminant,and criterion-relatedvalidityof this measure. We operationalizedgeographicdiversificationusing a composite measure that
includes three components: foreign sales, calculatedas a
percentage of total sales; foreign production,measured as
foreign assets dividedby total assets; and geographicdispersion, which indicates the numberof countrysubsidiaries,calculated as a percentage of the highest value in the sample.
We summed the three variablesto form a composite measure. Priorresearch has shown acceptable reliabilityfor the
component variables(Carpenterand Fredrickson,2001), and
we found similarlyhigh reliabilityin our sample (alpha= .89).
We measured (absolute)change in productmarketdiversification and geographicdiversificationover the two-year period
following the survey date (change in product market/
geographic diversification).A two-year time periodcaptures
change in firms with relativelyprotracteddecision-making
processes (Wiersema and Bantel, 1992) while still reflecting
the influence of managers' advice ties at the time of the survey. In separate analyses, we measured strategic change
over a three-year period, and the results presented below
were substantively unchanged.
Change scores, when used as dependent variables, can yield
biased coefficients if the independent variables are correlated
with the initial state of the dependent variable (i.e., x, correlated with y, in the change score y2 - y1) (Allison, 1990;
Edwards, 1995). In this case, however, correlations between
the independent variables (i.e., advice-seeking interactions
with managers at other companies) and the initial state of the
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change variables(i.e., diversificationin the priorperiod)are
consistently nonsignificantat alpha = .10. Moreover,the distributionof productmarketdiversificationand geographic
diversificationis stable from year t to year t+2. Underthese
circumstances, results using change scores can be less
biased than results from the regressor-variablemethod for
assessing change (i.e., regressing y2 on y, and the independent variables)(Kennyand Cohen, 1979; Allison, 1990). In
any event, separate analyses showed that our hypothesized
results are essentially the same using either approach.
Control variables. Giventhat there are likelyto be individual
differences in CEOs' propensityto seek advice from other
managers, we controlledfor prioradvice seeking in models
of currentadvice seeking. The CEOsurvey includeda separate set of questions about advice seeking in an earlieryear
(i.e., year t-2). CEOs were asked to assess the extent to
which they sought advice on strategic issues from managers
at other firms in that earlieryear and to specify from whom
they sought advice. Using responses to these questions, we
developed measures of prioradvice seeking that parallelthe
advice-seeking measures discussed above. In effect, these
controlvariableshelp us to rule out potentialsources of
unobserved heterogeneity.The survey also includeda measure of CEOadvice seeking from outside directorson the
focal board.We did not includethis measure as a control
variablein the final models because priorresearch has shown
that poor firm performanceis not related to CEOadvice
seeking from outside directors(cf. Westphal, 1999); moreover, given that outside directors'beliefs and perspectives
may alreadybe reflected in the focal firm'scurrentstrategy,
CEOadvice seeking from outside directorsthat results from
poor performancewould not necessarily affect the likelihood
of subsequent change. Separate analyses confirmedthat
advice seeking from outside directorswas not significantly
related to change in corporatestrategy, and our hypothesized
results were unchanged with this variableincludedin the
models.
We also controlledfor the board'sindependence from management in models of CEOadvice seeking and strategic
change. Monitoringand controlby independent boards might
prompt CEOsto search more expansively for informationin
the strategic decision-makingprocess, and there is some
prior evidence linking board independence to more frequent
strategic change (e.g., Gibbs, 1993; Bergh, 1995). We examined four sources of board independence that have been
widely studied in the corporate governance literature (for
reviews, see Finkelstein and Hambrick, 1996; Johnson, Daily,
and Ellstrand, 1996): separation of the CEO and board chair
positions, coded as 1 if different individuals occupied the
CEO and board chair positions; the portion of the board
appointed after the CEO, measured as the number of outside
directors appointed during the CEO's tenure divided by the
total number of outsiders; director ownership, measured as
the percentage of total common equity owned by outside
directors; and institutional investor ownership, measured as
the percentage owned by pension funds, banks and trust
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companies, savings and loans, mutualfund managers, and
laborunion funds.
We controlledfor CEOtenure in models of advice seeking,
given that CEOs might have a greater need for strategic
advice early in theirtenure (Hambrickand Fukotomi,1991).
The composition of the CEO'sadvice network may also be
affected by the total number of boardappointmentsthe CEO
holds, or perhaps by the total numberof friends the CEOhas
at other firms. In effect, CEOs'existing social networks may
affect their opportunitiesto seek advice from managerswith
certaincharacteristics.We did not expect these network
attributesto affect advice seeking independent of the control
variablesfor prioradvice seeking described above, however,
and separate analyses confirmedthat neither the numberof
boardappointments held by the CEOnor a survey measure
of total friendshipties independentlypredictedadvice seeking in any of the models (i.e., when the controlvariablefor
prioradvice seeking was included).
Givenevidence that large firms are more vulnerableto inertial
tendencies (Rajagopalanand Spreitzer,1997), we controlled
for firmsize in models of strategic change, with size measured as log of sales. We also controlledfor market-to-book
value in models of strategic change, given that poor performance could influence strategic change independent of CEO
advice seeking (Zajacand Shortell, 1989). Similarly,independent boards might help overcome inertialtendencies that
would otherwise hinderstrategic change, althoughthere is
mixed evidence about whether independent boards are more
involvedin strategic decision making(Finkelsteinand Hambrick,1996). As a precaution,we controlledfor sources of
boardindependence in models of strategic change. Finally,
we includedindustrydummy variablesat the two-digitSIC
code level in all models (to conserve space, coefficients for
these variablesare not reported).In separate analyses, we
controlledfor the average performanceof competitors, and
the findings were substantivelyunchanged. Controlvariables
were measured in year t-1.
Analysis
We used negative binomialregression to estimate CEO
advice seeking. Negative binomialmodels are suitablefor
estimating a count variablewith overdispersion(Maddala,
1983). Inthis case, the distributionof each of the adviceseeking measures is characterizedby overdispersion(i.e., the
varianceexceeds the mean). As noted above, we controlled
for advice seeking in the prior period, which can create serial
correlation. To adjust for this, we specified prior advice seeking as an instrumental variable in the models (Greene, 1993).
We used OLS regression to estimate change in corporate
strategy. We expected that error terms from the models of
different kinds of advice ties (friends, functionally similar others, and executives in the same industry) could be correlated.
Thus, in separate models we estimated the advice-seeking
models simultaneously using Zellner's seemingly unrelated
regression (SUREG) (Greene, 1993). The results were nearly
identical to results of the negative binomial models presented below because, with the exception of one control variable
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(prioradvice seeking), the independent variablesare the
same across models (i.e., when all models includethe same
independentvariables,SUREGyields the same results as

OLS).

RESULTS
Table2 reports descriptivestatistics and bivariatecorrelations. As shown in the table, on average, the CEOs in our
sample sought strategic advice from executives at other
firms approximatelynine times duringthe prioryear. The
majorityof these interactionswere with executives who
were tied to the CEOby friendship(74 percent)and who
were similarto the CEOwith respect to functionalbackground (59 percent) and industryof employment (75 percent).
Table3 reports results from the negative binomialregression
analyses of the relationshipbetween firmperformance,as
indicatedby market-to-bookvalue, and the intensityof advice
seeking from other firm executives with the characteristicsof
interest. The findings providesome supportfor hypothesis
la. As shown in the first column of table 3, CEOsof poorly
performingfirms, as indicatedby relativelylow market-toTable2
Descriptive Statistics and Pearson Correlation Coefficients (N = 241)
Independent variable*
1. Market-to-book
value
2. Portionof board
appointedafter CEO
3. SeparateCEOand board
chairpositions
4. Directorownership
5. Institutionalinvestorownership
6. CEOtenure
7. Log of sales
8. Adviceseeking from:
a. Managerswith
dissimilarbackgrounds
b. Managerswho are not friends
c. Managersin a differentindustry
9. Advice seeking from:
a. Managerswith similarbackgrounds
b. Managerswho are friends
c. Managersin the same industry
10. Change in productmarketdiversification
11. Change in geographicdiversification
Independent variable*

3

4

5

6

-.26
-.04
.33
.03

.22
.07
-.21
-.04

-.11
-.15
-.04

-.09
.16

.11

.13

.10

-.14

-.05

.02

-.16

5.17
4.79

.19
.21

.11
.05

-.09
-.16

-.18
-.14

-.03
-.15

-.18
-.07

7.39
8.12
8.92
.30
.17

-.23
-.17
-.18
-.17
.01

-.16
-.13
-.08
-.03
.18

.20
.25
.20
.14
.06

.04
.07
.06
-.04
.07

.03
.07
.11
.09
.01

-.12
-.26
-.19
-.06
-.04

8a

8b

8c

9a

9b

9c

10

Mean

S.D.

1

.02
.30

.58
.25

-.01

.18

.39

.04

-.20

.05
.34
6.35
8.41

.08
.20
6.38
1.14

.10
.08
.05
.03

3.64

5.25

2.33
2.23
5.34
6.67
6.76
.04
.03
7

2

8. Advice seeking from:
-.02
a. Managerswith dissimilarbackgrounds
.26
.01
b. Managerswho are not friends
.29
.33
-.02
c. Managersin a differentindustry
9. Advice seeking from:
.01
-.04
-.04
-.06
a. Managerswith similarbackgrounds
.25
-.02
-.03 -.04
.02
b. Managerswho are friends
.32
.02
.29
-.02
-.04
-.07
c. Managersin the same industry
-.21
-.27
.18
.20
-.18
-.23
.08
10. Changein productmarketdiversification
.22
-.20
-.20
.13
-.05
-.20
.06
.19
11. Change in geographicdiversification
* To conserve space, statistics for prioradvice-seekingvariablesare not included;means and standarddeviationsfor
these variables(andthe correlationsbetween them) were very similarto descriptivestatistics for the currentadviceseeking variables(dataavailablefrom the authors).
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Table3
Negative Binomial Regression Analyses of CEOAdvice Seeking from Top Managers at Other Companies*
Advice Tie Characteristic
Independent variable
(Low) Market-to-book

Similar
background
.110"

Dissimilar
background
-.081

Friend
.181*

Not friend

Same
industry

-.172"

.463"

Different
industry
-.358*

value
(Low)Portionof board
appointedafter CEO
SeparateCEOand
boardchairpositions
Directorownership

(.078)
(.070)
(.066)
(.186)
(.160)
(.047)
.722
-.293
.4400
-.321'
.218*
-.537
(.160)
(.182)
(.147)
(.410)
(.344)
(.107)
.426*
.167"
-.1950
.328w"
-.120
-.355*
(.079)
(.091)
(.073)
(.208)
(.176)
(.053)
-1.01 8
-.549
.640
1.558
-2.0310
.532
(.483)
(.522)
(.596)
(1.227)
(.890)
(.355)
.094
.332
-.109
-.967
.120
.897
Institutionalinvestor
(.219)
(.245)
(.201)
(.503)
(.499)
(.146)
ownership
-.022*"
-.014"
-.037"
-.025
-.014'
-.007
CEOtenure
(.006)
(.007)
(.005)
(.014)
(.013)
(.004)
Q
.016*
.023"*
.040"
.009"
Prioradvice seeking
.049*"
.045"
(.007)
(.005)
(.007)
(.012)
(.011)
(.003)
.630"
.816w"
1.218*
.816
.627"
Constant
.516?
(.248)
(.580)
(.234)
(.219)
(.517)
(.147)
42.74"
33.21 "
38.820"
34.30*"
LikelihoodratioX2
71.96"
38.60"
"
?
are
one-tailed
for
two-tailed
for
control
variables.
5
t-tests
hypothesizedeffects,
p .05; p .01; 0" p < .001;
* Standarderrorsare in parentheses.

book value, manifest a greater propensityto rely on the
advice of other firmexecutives with similarfunctionalbackgrounds than do CEOsof firms with relativelyhigh performance. The results in the second column of the table, however, indicatethat poor performancedoes not significantly
increase or decrease advice seeking from managers with dissimilarbackgrounds.Results in columns three and four support hypothesis 1b: CEOsof poorlyperformingfirms evidence an elevated tendency to seek advice from managers
who are friends and a reduced tendency to rely on the advice
of executives who they indicatedwere not friends, compared
with CEOsof firms with relativelyhigh performance.Moreover, the results are consistent with hypothesis 1c, which
predictedthat CEOsof poorlyperformingfirms would report
both a greater relianceon the advice of other executives in
the same industryand a lesser relianceon those in different
industriesthan would CEOs of firms with relativelyhigh performance. Not surprisingly,separate analyses showed that
the main effects of low firm performanceon the overalllevel
of CEOadvice seeking were generallynot significant.Firm
performancewas only consistently significantin predicting
the attributesof the CEOs'advice contacts, in terms of
greater or less advice seeking from executives who have (or
do not have) friendshipties to the CEO,and advice seeking
from executives who are similarvs. dissimilarto the CEO.
Table4 reports results of analyses relevantto the predictions
in hypotheses 2a-2c. H2a predictedthat higher levels of CEO
advice seeking from executives of other firms who have a
functionalbackgroundsimilarto the CEOwould be negatively
associated with subsequent change in corporatestrategy,
while advice seeking from executives who have a different
functionalbackgroundwould be positivelyassociated with
such change. Results in table 4 generallysupport this hypoth18/ASQ, March 2003
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Table4
OLS Regression Analyses of Change in Corporate Strategy*
Independent variable
Advice seeking from:
Mgrs.with similarbackgrounds
Mgrs. who are friends
Mgrs. in the same industry

Mgrs. with dissimilarbackgrounds
Mgrs.who are not friends
Mgrs. in a differentindustry
Log of sales
value
(Low)Market-to-book
(Low)Portionof boardappointed
after CEO
SeparateCEOand boardchair
positions
Directorownership
Institutionalinvestorownership
x
(Low)Market-to-book
Adviceseeking from :
Mgrs.with similarbackgrounds

Change in product
market diversification

Change in
geographic diversification

-.008"
(.003)
-. 100""
(.032)
-.011 "

(.004)
.008*
(.004)
.044"
(.018)
.010?
(.005)
-.045"
(.017)
.074'
(.036)
.019
(.078)
.072
(.041)
-.143
(.275)
.170
(.111)

-.0030

(.002)
-.060*"
(.018)
-.006W

(.002)
.003
(.002)
.033*"
(.010)
.004
(.003)
-.031"
(.010)
-.007
(.020)
.090?
(.045)
.036
(.023)
.205
(.155)
.036
(.062)

-.015"
(.006)
-.051
(.018)
-.015
(.009)
.008*
(.004)
.044"
(.018)
.011
(.005)
-.621
(.477)
2.92"
.67

-.0090
(.004)
-.031 "*
Mgrs.who are friends
(.010)
-.002
Mgrs. in the same industry
(.002)
.013"
Mgrs.with dissimilarbackgrounds
(.005)
.033"
Mgrs.who are not friends
(.013)
.012*
Mgrs. in a differentindustry
(.006)
Constant
.034
(.269)
F
2.75"
R2
.64
"
p < .05; p < .01; " p ? .001; t-tests are one-tailedfor hypothesizedeffects, two-tailedfor controlvariables.
* Standarderrorsare in parentheses.

esis. Advice seeking from executives with a similarfunctional
backgroundis negativelyassociated with subsequent change
in either productmarketdiversificationor geographicdiversification, while advice seeking from executives with a different
functionalbackgroundis positivelyassociated with subsequent change in productmarketdiversification(but not associated with change in geographic diversification).Moreover,
these independentvariablesmoderate the effect of priorfirm
performanceon strategic change: the effect of relativelylow
performanceon change becomes significantlymore negative
(less positive)as advice seeking from executives with a similarbackgroundincreases and advice seeking from executives
with a differentbackgrounddecreases, for both kindsof
diversification.
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Further,results providestrong supportfor H2b. Higherlevels
of CEOadvice seeking from executives of other firms with
whom the CEOshares personalfriendshipties are negatively
associated with subsequent change in productmarketdiversificationor geographicdiversification.In addition,advice
seeking from executives with whom the CEOdoes not have
friendshipties is positivelyassociated with subsequent
change in both dimensions of corporatestrategy. Moreover,
these advice-seekingvariablesmoderate the effect of prior
firm performanceon strategic change. The effect of relatively
low performanceon change becomes significantlymore negative (less positive)as advice seeking from executives who
are friends of the CEO increases and advice seeking from
executives who are not friends of the CEOdecreases. Again,
these results hold for both kinds of diversification.

I

in the
We checked for multicollinearity
models. The highest varianceinflationfactor (VIF)was less thanten in all models,
and the mean VIFwas not considerably
greaterthan one in any of the models,
is not a
suggesting that multicollinearity
problem(Chatterjee,Hadi,and Price,
2000). Moreover,bivariatecorrelations
between the three kindsof affinityties
rangedfrom .25 to .31, which supports
our implicitassumptionthat friendship
ties, functionalbackgroundsimilarity,and
employmentin the same industryare
relatedbut distinctconstructs.This
assumptionis furthersupportedboth by
results of the SUREGmodels noted
above, which showed that the effects of
advice-tie
priorperformanceon particular
variableshold up aftercontrollingfor the
effects of performanceon the other
dependent variables,and by evidence
that the advice-seekingvariableshave
independenteffects on strategicchange.

The results providesome supportfor H2c. CEOs'advice
seeking from managers at other firms in the same industryis
negatively associated with subsequent change in both kinds
of diversification.Advice seeking from managers in a different industryis positively relatedto change in productmarket
diversificationand unrelatedto change in geographicdiversification. Moreover,there is some evidence that advice seeking
from managers in the same vs. different industriesmoderates the effect of priorfirm performanceon strategic change:
the effect of relativelylow performanceon change in product
marketdiversificationor geographicdiversificationbecomes
significantlymore negative (less positive) as advice seeking
from executives who are in a differentindustrydecreases.
The moderatingeffect of advice seeking from executives in
the same industryis significantfor productmarketdiversification at alpha = .10 and insignificantfor geographicdiversification. Overall,the findings supportour contention that greater
advice seeking from managers at other firms has a more
negative effect on strategic change to the extent that it
involves the CEOs'friends or similarothers. Moreover,the
findings generallysuggest that CEOs'advice ties moderate
the effects of firm performanceon strategic change. Relatively low firm performanceis less likelyto promptstrategic
change to the extent that CEOsseek advice from managers
at other firms with whom they have the specified social connections and do not seek advice from managers with whom
they lack such connections.'
We also tested whether the advice-tievariablesmediated the
effects of low firm performanceon strategic change. We
adapted the procedurerecommended by Baronand Kenny
(1986) and Sobel (1982) to estimate the joint indirect effects
of the exogenous variable on strategic change through the
advice-tie variables. The test determines, for instance,
whether the six possible indirect effects of low market-tobook value on change in diversification (i.e., effects through
each of the advice-tie variables) are simultaneously zero. This
test showed that the CEO advice-tie variables, taken as a
whole, significantly mediated the effect of low market-tobook value on change in product market diversification (z =
2.33) and change in geographic diversification (z = 2.15). That
is, low firm performance had a negative effect on both kinds
of strategic change through CEOs' advice seeking. Overall,
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the results indicatethat CEOs'advice seeking from executives at other firms both mediates and moderates the effects
of relativelypoor firm performanceon strategic change. That
is, lower firmperformanceindirectlyleads to less strategic
change throughgreater CEOadvice seeking from friends and
similarothers and less advice seeking from executives with
whom the CEOlacks such connections. At the same time,
the effect of relativelylow performanceon strategic change
becomes significantlyless positive (more negative)as advice
seeking from executives who are friends, who manage companies in the same industry,or who have a similarbackground increases, and advice seeking from executives with
whom the CEOlacks such connections decreases. As noted
above, this general patternof results also emerged when
performancewas measured as returnon assets.
Reverse causality. We addressed the potentialfor reverse
causality in the relationshipbetween priorperformanceand
CEOadvice seeking in three ways. First,as noted above, we
controlledfor CEOs'advice seeking in the priorperiod in estimating these relationships.2Second, supplementaryanalyses
of firm performancediscussed below and displayedin the
Appendixshow that advice seeking in time t (e.g., 1998)
does not influencefirm performancein time t+1 or time t+2
(1999 or 2000), providingfurtherevidence that reverse
causality does not explainthe observed relationships
between priorperformanceand CEOadvice seeking lagged
by one year.3
Given these analyses, reverse causalitycould only occur if
the relationshipbetween priorperformanceand advice seeking were confounded by advice seeking priorto time t-l,
since we controlfor advice seeking in the priorperiod.This
seems highlyunlikely,as it would requireearlieradvice seeking (e.g., at time t-3) to predict performanceat the end of
time t-1, independentof advice seeking in time t-1, and
advice seeking in time t-3 to predictadvice seeking in time t,
again independent of advice seeking in time t-1. In any event,
we used data from a more recent survey of advice seeking to
conduct an analysis that replicatesthe effect of priorperformance on advice seeking after controllingfor advice seeking
in multiplepriortime periods (i.e., priorto time t-1). The more
recent survey sample overlaps partiallywith the earliersurvey sample and includes the same advice-seeking questions.
Using the more recent data, we estimated the effect of performance at the end of 2000 on advice seeking in 2001, after
controllingfor advice seeking in 1998 (t-3)and advice seeking
2
Separateanalyses also confirmedthat the
hypothesizedresults held up aftercontrollingfor all advice-seekingvariablesin the
priorperiod,for example,in estimating
advice seeking from managerswho are
friends,controllingfor prioradvice seeking from managerswith similarbackgroundsand managersin the same industry,as well as prioradvice seeking from
friends.

3
Separateanalyses also showed that
advice seeking in time t-1 (1997)does not
influencefirmperformancein time t or
time t+l.

in 1997 (t-4) (N = 123). The relationships between (low) prior
performance and CEO advice seeking were significant, as
expected, for five of the six dependent variables. This analysis not only provides further evidence that reverse causality
does not explain our results, but it also replicates evidence
for hypothesis 1 in a later time period.
Performance consequences. We also examined the possible implications of our theoretical perspective for firm performance. To the extent that CEOs' advice seeking in response
to poor performance reflects affirmation-seeking tendencies
rather than an unbiased search for objective input, as our theory would suggest, the advice seeking that results from poor
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priorperformancecould have negative implicationsfor subsequent firm performance.Totest this supposition, we
regressed market-to-bookvalue on the advice-seeking variables with lags of one to four years. We corrected for serial
correlationby specifying priormarket-to-bookvalue as an
instrumentalvariablein the models (Greene, 1993). Results
are displayed in the Appendix.They show that advice seeking
from friends and similarothers generallyhas negative effects
on subsequent firm performancelagged by three or four
years (both as main effects and interactedwith priorperformance), while advice seeking from acquaintancesand dissimilarothers generallyhas positive effects on these variables.
Based on examinationof simple effects and visual inspection
of graphicalrepresentationsof the interactions,these effects
can be interpretedas showing that when priorfirm performance is relativelylow, advice seeking from friends and similarothers is negatively relatedto subsequent performance
(lagged three or four years) (i.e., poorlyperformingfirms are
less likelyto improveand more likelyto get worse); when
priorfirm performanceis relativelyhigh, advice seeking has
weaker effects on subsequent performance.
Moreover,the results suggest that change in diversification
mediates these effects, as the effects of advice seeking generallybecame nonsignificantwhen the strategic change variables were includedin the models (columnsfour and six of
table A.1). We also conducted the Sobel (1982) test of mediation (see priordiscussion), which confirmedthat the advicetie variableshad indirecteffects on firm performancethrough
strategic change. Thus, the results suggest that advice seeking from friends and similarothers has negative effects on
firm performanceby increasingstrategic inertia,particularly
when priorperformanceis relativelylow. As we would
expect, the advice-tie variablesdo not influence firm performance lagged by one or two years, since it presumablytakes
more than two years for advice seeking to influence strategic
decisions and then for those decisions to have an impact on
firm performance(Wiersemaand Bantel, 1992). We discuss
the implicationsof these supplementaryresults below.
DISCUSSION
Overall,results from our analyses providesubstantialsupport
for the specific predictionsderivedfrom our theoretical
framework.The first set of findings indicatedthat relatively
poor performanceincreases the tendency for CEOs of poorly
performingfirms to rely on the advice of executives from
other firms with whom they share functional backgrounds,
friendship ties, and industry of employment, while decreasing
the tendency for CEOs to rely on the advice of executives
with whom they lack these connections. These findings support our theoretical perspective, which suggested that relatively poor performance would reduce CEOs' sense of certainty about the validity of their strategy-related beliefs and
that this uncertainty would increase CEOs' tendencies to
identify with executives with whom they shared social ties or
a common professional background. Our theory further indicated that these increased tendencies toward social identification would heighten CEOs' susceptibilities to a number of
positive biases in their perceptions of these in-group member
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executives and that these biases would ultimatelybe manifested in high levels of strategic advice seeking from managers who are sociallysimilarto or share social ties with the
CEOand lower levels of advice seeking from managers with
whom the CEOlacks such connections.
The second set of findings showed that greater CEOadvice
seeking from executives with whom the CEOshares functional backgrounds,friendshipties, or industryof employment and less advice seeking from executives with whom
the CEOlacks these connections have the effect of reducing
subsequent change in the focal firm'scorporatestrategy in
response to poor firm performance.These results also support our theory, which drew on social psychologicaland
social network research suggesting that executives from
other firms with whom a CEOshared the specified social ties
or common backgroundcharacteristicswould be more likely
than executives with whom a CEOlacked such social connections to affirmhis or her strategy-relatedbeliefs. Ourtheory furthersuggested that high levels of affirmingadvice and
low levels of non-affirmingadvice would serve to restore
CEOs'sense of certaintyabout their strategic beliefs and that
this increased sense of certaintywould ultimatelylead them
to pursue relativelylow levels of strategic change in
response to firm performanceproblems.
A centralcontributionof these findings is that they demonstrate how micro-socialfactors can influence firms' responses to economic adversityand, more specifically,how executives' social networkties can contributeto strategic inertiain
response to relativelypoor firmperformance.While research
in a varietyof management literatureshas addressed the role
of cognitive factors, includingmanagerialattributionbiases
and restrictedinformationprocessing activity,in firms' failures to change strategies in response to performanceproblems, less research has examined how the social network
ties of top executives can help explainstrategic inertia(Staw,
Sandelands,and Dutton, 1981; Whetten, 1987; Sutton, 1990;
Barkerand Duhaime, 1997). Ourtheory and supportivefindings suggest that shifts in the patternof CEOs'advice seeking in response to relativelylow firm performance(i.e., seeking higher levels of advice from friends and similarothers and
lower levels of advice from acquaintancesand dissimilarothers) may exacerbate the executive biases or "perceptualdistortions"that have been implicatedin cases of strategic inertia (Starbuck,Greve, and Hedberg, 1978: 113). Thus, our
study may offer a new perspective on why organizational
turnarounds are often difficult to achieve.
Additional findings on the ultimate performance consequences of this pattern of CEO advice seeking showed that
when prior firm performance is relatively low, advice seeking
from friends and similar others is negatively related to subsequent performance, and these effects are mediated by lack
of change in diversification strategy. These results are again
consistent with our theoretical perspective, which suggests
that CEO advice seeking in response to poor performance
reflects a search for affirmation of the CEO's strategic beliefs
rather than an unbiased search for objective input on the
firm's current strategy. As a result, CEO advice seeking in
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response to relativelylow performanceshould decrease the
likelihoodof needed changes in corporatestrategy, resulting
in lower subsequent performance.The results support this
implicationof our theory. It appears that poorlyperforming
firms are ultimatelyless likelyto improveand more likelyto
get worse as a result of CEOs'seeking advice from executives at other firms. These supplementaryfindings further
suggest the potentialrole of executive social networks in
organizationaldecline and downward performancespirals.
While priortheorizinghas emphasized the role of managerial
biases and misperceptions in such downwardspirals (e.g.,
Starbuck,Greve, and Hedberg, 1978; Hambrickand D'Aveni,
1988; D'Aveniand MacMillan,1990; Lindsley,Brass, and
Thomas, 1995), our theory and findingssuggest how CEOs'
social networkties could ultimatelycontributeto patternsof
organizationaldecline.
Moreover,our findingscontributeto research on interorganizationalnetworks. While substantialresearch attention has
been given to the impactof interorganizational
relationships
on theoreticallyimportantstrategic outcomes (Mizruchi,
1996; Gulati,1998), relativelylittle attention has been paidto
the general role of interorganizational
ties in processes of
strategic adaptationand inertia(Kraatz,1998). Further,this
paper potentiallycontributesto our understandingof the
determinantsand consequences of informalnetwork ties
between firms. The bulkof priorresearch on interorganizational relationshipsand their strategic consequences has
focused on the implicationsof formal linksbetween firms
(e.g., boardinterlocksor strategic alliances),while inferringor
simply not specifying the role of informallinkssuch as advice
or friendshipties (cf. Ingramand Roberts,2000). The findings
reportedhere providedirect evidence of profound,systematic effects of informalinterfirmnetworkties on important
strategic outcomes.
While recent research in the growing literatureon social
embeddedness has focused on the benefits of informal
social ties between managers of differentfirms, our findings
suggest that certain kindsof informalties, such as the advice
ties CEOstap in response to relativelypoor performance,can
have negative consequences for strategic decision making
and ultimatefirm performance.At the same time, our results
are not inconsistent with studies suggesting that informal
social ties, such as friendshipties between executives of different firms, can have beneficialperformanceconsequences
for firms (cf. Uzzi, 1996, 1999; Ingramand Roberts, 2000).
CEOs' friendship ties to executives of other firms can
increase access to resources and facilitate problem solving in
exchange relationships; moreover, trust and understanding
between friends can facilitate the exchange of tacit or complex information, with potential benefits for product innovation (Hansen, 1999), mitigation of competitive behavior (e.g.,
Perry, 1998; Ingram and Roberts, 2000), and ultimately firm
survival (Uzzi, 1996). These benefits of informal social ties
can coexist with the effects of seeking advice from friends
that we observed in our study. Thus, for instance, a CEO may
have social ties that provide advice that affirms the CEO's
current strategy despite performance problems, thus pre24/ASO, March 2003
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venting needed strategic changes, while at the same time
havingfriendshipties to suppliers and buyers that improve
the qualityof the firm'sexchange relationships.Moreover,
the advice interactionsexamined in this study, which concern
the focal firm'scorporatestrategy, generallydo not requirean
exchange of tacit or complex information.As noted above,
our survey indicatedthat a large portionof CEOs'advice
interactionswith executives of other firms called for opinions
relatedto the suitabilityof the focal firm'scorporatestrategy,
for example, affirmingor not affirmingthe appropriatenessof
a diversificationstrategy. Managersmay still have other informal communicationswith colleagues at other firms that provide more tacit and/orcomplex informationthat facilitates
innovationor other aspects of strategy implementation
(Kraatz,1998).
Oursocial psychologicalperspective on how executives react
to poor firm performanceshould help advance theoretical
perspectives on the psychologicalmechanisms that shape
managers' behavioralresponses to economic adversity.
theory highlightsthe cognitive implicationsof
Threat-rigidity
the individual-levelstress effects of poor performanceas
groundingfor its basic thesis that performance-inducedanxiety provokes rigidityin organizationalbehavior(Staw, Sandelands, and Dutton, 1981). Consistent with recent insights
from self-categorizationtheory (Hogg and Terry,2000), our
theory and supportivefindings suggest the complementary
view that executives' efforts to reduce their feelings of subjective uncertaintyplay a notable role in their behavioraladaptations to economic adversity.Ourtheory furtherspecifies
how these efforts to reduce uncertaintyare manifested in
changes in patterns of social interaction.In particular,the
findings are consistent with our theoreticalargumentthat relatively low performanceleads to the observed patternof
CEOadvice seeking, in large part,because such advice seeking helps to alleviatesubjective uncertaintyprovokedby poor
firm performance.Thus, our study suggests how threat rigidity effects can be explainedfrom contemporarysocial psychologicaltheory, which emphasizes the socio-cognitive processes of subjective uncertaintyreduction-rather than stress or
anxiety reductionor self-esteem enhancement-as a primary
driverof social interaction.This perspective dovetails with
contemporarysocial networktheory, which highlightsuncertainty reductionas a primaryconsequence of network
embeddedness (Galaskiewicz,1985; Haunschildand Miner,
1997).
As noted previously, research on group processes has shown
that in-group identification, or the degree to which an individual identifies with members of a salient in-group, can be
influenced by both group-level factors, such as a common
threat (Sherif, 1966; Pettigrew, 1998), and individual-level factors like subjective uncertainty (Hogg and Mullin, 1999). In
this study, we examined an individual-level determinant of ingroup identification, while using control variables and supplementary analyses to rule out the possibility that the results
reflect such "group-level" (i.e., industry-level) factors. For
instance, one might interpret an empirical relationship
between poor firm performance and CEOs' seeking advice
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from executives in the same industryas suggesting that
when executives are experiencinga common, industry-level
threat (manifested as low performance),they become more
cohesive and cooperative in dealing with that threat, manifested as increased advice seeking among executives in the
same industry,who are also more likelyto be friends and to
have similarfunctionalbackgrounds.This interactionmight
then facilitatestrategic cooperation, ultimatelybenefitingthe
CEOs'firms. Ouranalyses rule out this interpretationin two
ways: (1) the models include industrydummy variablesto
capturethe effects of threats and opportunitiespeculiarto
particularindustries,and separate analyses showed that the
results were unchangedwhen we controlledfor the average
performanceof competitors, which would capture the extent
to which a focal firm'sperformanceproblems indicateda collective threat;and (2) evidence that advice seeking from
executives in the same industryhas negative effects on firm
performanceby increasingstrategic inertiais not consistent
with the interpretationthat CEOadvice seeking from friends
and similarothers in response to poor performancereflects
beneficialin-groupcohesion and strategic cooperationin the
face of a collective threat.
Froma methodologicalperspective, our analysis is based on
a unique dataset that includes survey data on the advice contacts of top managers from a large sample of firms. While
few priorstudies have collected data on the advice-seeking
propensities or other social behaviorsof top managers, very
little if any large-sampleresearch has collected systematic
data on the identities of top managers' network contacts. We
were able to collect these data with an adequate response
rate, and we were able to survey individualswho were listed
as advice contacts by primaryrespondents to assess interraterreliability.We hope that the success of this empirical
effort will encourage furtherresearch on the social network
ties of top executives.
While this study has providedinitialevidence for our perspective on how performanceoutcomes affect advice-seeking
behavior,and the ultimateconsequences for organizational
change in the context of corporatestrategy, future research
could furthertest and develop our theoreticalperspective in
several ways. Althoughwe examined the effects of CEO
advice seeking on change in productmarketdiversification
and geographic diversification,our analysis does not address
all possible changes in strategy that could be influencedby
informalexecutive networks. Furtherresearch could examine
the effects of CEOs' network ties on change in firms' cooperative strategies, such as the propensity to form strategic
alliances and joint ventures, in response to poor performance. Research might also investigate how executives'
social networks influence the effects of poor performance on
change in firms' competitive strategy with respect to the
speed and form of firms' competitive moves. Moreover,
while our theoretical perspective has focused on an individual-level determinant of CEO advice seeking, subjective
uncertainty, and the consequences for strategic inertia, future
studies could examine group-level determinants of executives' social network ties and strategic decision making.
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There is some theory and evidence to suggest that in-group
identificationin response to a collective threat may result in
more adaptive behaviorby group members (e.g., Sherif,
1966). Comparedwith poor individual-levelperformance,a
collective threat may be less ego-threateningto executives
and thus more likelyto promptan objective search for solutions ratherthan affirmation-seekingbehaviorby executives.
Futureresearch might also examine whether and how economic adversity influences CEOs'advice seeking from inside
directorson the focal board. Inside directors may tend to
affirmthe CEO'sjudgmenton strategic issues, either as an
act of deference to the CEOor because they worked together with the CEOin formulatingthe currentstrategy and thus
share the CEO'spsychologicaland reputationalcommitment
to the strategy. Accordingly,seeking advice from inside directors could reinforcethe effects of seeking advice from executives outside the firm in promotingstrategic inertiain
response to economic adversity.
Ourtheoreticalframeworkcould perhaps also be extended to
explainthe consequences of negative performancefeedback
at lower levels of the organization.Ourtheory would suggest, for instance, that managers of divisions, projectteams,
or other groups in an organizationthat experience failuresor
otherwise receive negative performancefeedback might
change their patternof seeking advice from managers in
other units of the organizationin ways that may impede
learningand adaptation,seeking more advice from strong vs.
weak ties or similarvs. dissimilarothers. Thus, social psychologicalperspectives on self-categorizationand belief affirmation could point to new directionsfor research on social networks and change in organizations.
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APPENDIX
TableA.1
OLS Regression Analyses of Firm Performance*
Three-year lag
Independent variable
Advice seeking from:
Mgrs. with similar
backgrounds
Mgrs.who are friends
Mgrs. in same industry
Mgrs.with dissimilar
backgrounds
Mgrs.who are not friends
Mgrs. in differentindustry
(Low)market-to-book
x
(Low)Market-to-book
Advice seeking from:
Mgrs.with similar
backgrounds
Mgrs.who are friends

One-year lag

Two-year lag

Model 1

-.005
(.005)
-.025
(.016)
.003
(.008)
.005
(.007)
.026
(.020)
.014
(.009)
-.752"
(.078)

-.007
(.005)
-.025
(.016)
-.005
(.008)
.011
(.007)
.033
(.020)
.010
(.009)
-.600*"
(.077)

-.016"
(.006)
-.059***
(.019)
-.020*
(.009)
.021*
(.009)
.060"
(.023)
.017
(.011)
-.588"
(.092)

-.010
(.012)
-.049
(.034)
-.031
(.017)
.020
(.015)
.046
(.041)
.030
(.019)

-.0330
(.014)
-.1320"
(.040)
-.027
(.021)
.0420
(.018)
.085*
(.049)
.061"
(.022)

Four-yearlag

Model 2

Model 1

Model 2

-.004
(.006)
-.025
(.019)
-.011
(.009)
.010
(.009)
.026
(.024)
.012
(.011)
-.405"
(.093)

-.010?
(.006)
-.053"
(.019)
-.018*
(.009)
.022"
(.008)
.055"
(.023)
.019?
(.010)
-.4220"
(.090)

-.004
(.006)
-.035
(.019)
-.008
(.009)
.013
(.009)
.029
(.023)
.002
(.011)
-.3070"
(.090)

-.019
-.033"
-.018
(.014)
(.014)
(.014)
-.0730
-.112"
-.031
(.041)
(.039)
(.039)
-.004
-.023
-.021
Mgrs. in same industry
(.021)
(.020)
(.020)
.016
.049"
.013
Mgrs.with dissimilar
(.018)
(.018)
(.018)
backgrounds
.074
.026
Mgrs.who are not friends
.093?
(.049)
(.048)
(.048)
.023
.053"
.0460
Mgrs. in differentindustry
(.023)
(.022)
(.022)
.733*"
.623*"
Changein productmarket
diversification
(.152)
(.149)
.895*"
.889"
Change in geographic
diversification
(.265)
(.259)
-.036
-.057
-.024
-.046
-.030
-.043
Log of sales
(.033)
(.032)
(.039)
(.039)
(.038)
(.038)
.318
.407
.403
.290
Institutionalownership
.267
.332
(.186)
(.186)
(.221)
(.223)
(.216)
(.217)
.051
.561
.355
.434
Constant
-.250
.328
(.317)
(.379)
(.362)
(.371)
(.320)
(.349)
F
14.29*"
14.340"
14.59*"
13.59"
13.96"
10.16"
.38
R2
.47
.51
.54
.48
.50
"
for
for
are
control
t-tests
"
variables.
.05;
.01;
.001;
one-tailed
effects,
two-tailed
p!
hypothesized
p
* Sp
Standarderrorsare in parentheses.
-.015
(.012)
-.017
(.034)
-.024
(.018)
.010
(.015)
.056
(.042)
.018
(.019)
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